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ABSTRACT In this paper, a multi-band AMC-backed antenna system characterized with high gain and

low-profile is proposed. It is constructed by placing a quad-band coplanar-waveguide (CPW) antenna over

an AMC with four zero-phases in the reflection coefficient. The CPW antenna consists of an ornamental-

pillar-shaped patchwith the specially designed parasitic elements, and a defected ground structure (DGS), for

the application in the frequency bands of 2.45, 3.5, 4.6 and 5.8 GHz. To improve the CPW antenna’s radiation

performance, an artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) ground with four zero-phases of the reflection

coefficient is designed and employed as the reflector. The AMC unit cell is composed of four metallic nested

rings (FMNR), whose innermost ring is connected in series to four lumped capacitors. It is observed that the

proposed quad-band AMC ground can not only increase the gains of the multi-band antenna greatly but also

combine the two intermediate frequency bands of the antenna into a broadband one. The prototypes of the

antenna and the AMC array with 5× 5 unit cells were fabricated andmeasured. It is found that in comparison

to the antenna without AMC, the AMC-backed antenna obtains a gain enhancement by amounts of 4.93,

5.92, 5.54 and 4.95 dB at the frequencies of 2.45, 3.5, 4.6 and 5.8 GHz. The 10-dB impedance bandwidths

of the AMC-backed antenna include three bands of 2.13–2.87, 3.22–4.75, and 5.54–5.86 GHz, with the

corresponding relative bandwidths of 14.8%, 38.4%, and 5.3%. The proposed antenna can be potentially

applied to the applications in WLAN, WiMAX, and 5G mobile communication systems.

INDEX TERMS Multi-band antenna, quad-band artificial magnetic conductor (AMC), coplanar-waveguide

(CPW), gain enhancement.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of various wireless

communication systems, design of multi-band microstrip

antennas has received great attention from researchers in

both academic and industrial fields. Various approaches for

designing multi-band antennas have been developed and

investigated [1]–[4]. For example, a typical technique is to

make slots on the radiation patch of microstrip antenna.

As discussed in [1], by etching two mental-insulator-mental

(MIM) rings on a square patch, the surface current dis-

tributions have been changed, which effectively improves

radiation and leads to form a multi-band antenna. Other

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Giovanni Angiulli .

commonly used methods for realizing multi-band anten-

nas include adding coupling parasitic units [2], inserting

stub-resonant elements [3], as well as adopting the fractal

iteration technology [4].

In practice, a single antenna structure is often inadequate

to meet the high demands for multi-band communication.

Thus, further efforts are required to design high standard

multi-band antennas in terms of dimension, directionality,

gain, and impedance bandwidth. To improve antenna gain

performance, three kinds of structures are frequently used

for a radiation reflector, namely, perfect electric conductor

(PEC) [5], [6], partially reflecting surface (PRS) [7]–[10],

and artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) [11]–[29]. As a

specific type of metamaterials [30], apparently differing from

other two structures, the AMC has the excellent property of
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in-phase reflection. This means it can be utilized to reflect an

incident electromagnetic wave with little phase reversal, just

like a perfect magnetic conductor (PMC). Hence, to achieve a

gain enhancement for such an antenna, only a small distance

is required between the antenna and its reflector [21], [24].

Recently, AMCs have been widely employed to enhance the

gains of microstrip antennas [11]–[15].

It is worth pointing out that, most of the previous reported

works are limited in using single or dual-band AMCs

to improve the performances of corresponding single or

dual-band antennas [11]–[25]. As shown in [17], a double

layer AMC reflector was proposed, which improved the radi-

ation performance for a loaded dipole antenna at a single fre-

quency band. In [22], a dual-band and dual-polarized antenna

backed with an AMC reflector was introduced, where the

AMC has two zero-phases in the reflection coefficient and

performed well in gain enhancement. Due to the difficulty

in design of an AMC with three or more zero-phases in

its reflection coefficient, it is a great challenge to realize a

tri-band AMC-backed antenna. Until now, only a few tri-

band AMC-based antennas have been reported [26]–[29].

In [27], a tri-band AMC was designed and it provided a gain

enhancement for the antenna by about 267% at 2.4 GHz, but

the profile of this antenna was relatively high.

To design a multi-band AMC-based antenna by get-

ting over those mentioned limitations, in this paper, firstly,

a novel quad-band antenna is designed. The design origi-

nates from a basic coplanar-waveguide (CPW) antenna with

a cross-shaped radiation patch, and it is developed mainly

by using the specially designed parasitic elements and the

defected ground structure (DGS) technology. Then, an AMC

with four metallic nested-rings (FMNR) is proposed, which

has four zero-phases of the reflection coefficient. In addi-

tion, to improve the reflection performance in the highest

frequency band of the AMC, four lumped capacitors are

connected in series to the innermost ring of theAMCunit cell.

The antenna system is constructed by placing the quad-band

antenna over the FMNR-AMC plane with 5 × 5 periodic

unit cells. The prototypes of the proposed FMNR-AMC

and antenna were fabricated and measured. The measured

results show that the 10-dB impedance bandwidths of the

AMC-backed antenna achieve three bands of 2.13–2.87,

3.22–4.75, and 5.54–5.86 GHz. In comparison to the antenna

without using the AMC reflector, the AMC-backed antenna

obtains the gain enhancements by 4.93, 5.92, 5.54 and

4.95 dB at 2.45, 3.5, 4.6 and 5.8 GHz, respectively.

II. DESIGN PRINCIPLES

A. EVOLUTIVE DESIGN OF THE CPW ANTENNA

The top view of the proposed CPW quad-band antenna for

the frequency bands centered at 2.45, 3.5, 4.6, and 5.8 GHz,

is displayed in Fig. 1, whose dimension parameters are sum-

marized in Table 1.

This antenna is constructed with a single-layer

0.035 mm-thick copper printed on an FR4 substrate with the

FIGURE 1. Top view of the proposed quad-band antenna.

TABLE 1. Dimension parameters for the CPW antenna.

relative permittivity of 4.4, the loss tangent of 0.02, and the

thickness of 1.6 mm. It mainly consists of an ornamental-

pillar-shaped patch with the specially designed parasitic

elements, and a defected ground structure etched with two

square rings. The antenna area is 37.26 × 28.17 mm2. The

feed line of the antenna is a CPW. The initial dimensions for

a rectangular antenna were calculated through the following

relations [31]:

w =
c

2f

(

εr + 1

2

)− 1
2

(1)

l =
c

2f
√

εe + 1
− 21l (2)

εe =
εr + 1

2
−

εr − 1

2

(

1 +
12h

w

)− 1
2

(3)

1l = 0.412h
(εe + 0.3)

(

w
h

+ 0.264
)

(εe + 0.258)
(

w
h

+ 0.8
) (4)
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FIGURE 2. Evolution of the antenna: (a) Antenna I, (b) Antenna II,
(c) Antenna III, (d) Antenna IV, (e) Antenna V, and (f) Antenna VI.

where, l, w, 1l denote the length, width, and extension of

the length of the rectangular antenna, respectively. As seen

in Fig. 1,W0 equals to w and L0 is the sum of l and 1l. Also,

h, εr, and εe listed above are, respectively, the substrate thick-

ness, relative permittivity, and effective permittivity. In addi-

tion, c is the speed of light in free space, and f is the resonant

frequency.

Using the above equations, the conventional rectangular

microstrip antenna working at 2.45 GHz has the dimension

of 37.26× 28.17mm2. The evolution of the proposed antenna

is illustrated in detail in Fig. 2, where six antennas are named

as Antennas I to VI. The return losses (|S11|) of the six

antennas are simulated by using ANSYSHFSS and displayed

in Fig. 3.

(1) As shown in Fig. 2(a), Antenna I is changed directly

from a commonly used CPW rectangular antenna with

a pair of square ground planes by segmenting its

rectangular-shaped patch into a cross-shaped onework-

ing at a single band around 2.2 GHz (see Fig. 3).

FIGURE 3. |S11| for six evolutive antennas.

(2) Then, a mixed elliptic and rectangular area is added

to the central cross-shaped patch to form Antenna II

(see Fig. 2(b)), whose operation frequency band covers

from 2.53 to 5.57 GHz.

(3) Thirdly, a rectangular-ring-shaped slot is etched on

Antenna II as depicted in Fig. 2(c) to change the

antenna’s surface current distribution and improve its

resonant frequencies. In this way, Antenna III becomes

a dual-band antenna resonating at 2.5 and 5.1 GHz,

as shown in Fig. 3.

(4) Next, Antenna IV is constructed by reshaping its ear-

lier version with adding a thin rectangular ring and

a passive rectangular patch to the radiation patch as

displayed in Fig. 2(d).

(5) Consequently, the lowest frequency band ofAntenna IV

successfully shifts to 2.45 GHz (see Fig. 3). After a pair

of square ring grooves are etched on the ground planes

of the Antenna IV to form a DGS, the Antenna V is

produced as shown in Fig. 2(e), which operates at 2.45,

4.75 and 5.8 GHz, simultaneously.

(6) Finally, by inserting rectangular and circular shaped

stubs into Antenna V, the final antenna, or Antenna VI

(see Fig. 2(f)) is created, which generates four fre-

quency bands around 2.45, 3.5, 4.6, and 5.8 GHz as

illustrated in Fig. 3.

To further understand the working mechanism of the evo-

lution of the proposed quad-band antenna, Fig. 4 displays the

surface current distributions for Antennas I to VI.

(i) As illustrated in Fig. 4(a), Antenna I only contains the

frequency band of 2.2 GHz, whose surface current at

2.2 GHz concentrates in the middle of the feed-line and

parts of the ground plane.

(ii) For Antenna II, the currents distributed on the addi-

tional rectangular and elliptic area help to broaden its

frequency band. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the surface

currents mainly distribute along one side of the elliptic

area at 5.5 GHz.
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FIGURE 4. Surface current distributions for the evolution of antennas:
(a) Antenna I at 2.2 GHz, (b) Antenna II at 5.5 GHz, (c) Antenna III at
5 GHz, (d) Antenna IV at 2.45 GHz, (e) Antenna V at 5.8 GHz, and
(f) Antenna VI at 3.5 GHz.

(iii) After employing the dual-slit rectangular ring in

Antenna III, it is obviously seen that at 5 GHz, the cur-

rents flow around both sides of the rectangle and elliptic

area, even permeate into the dual-slit rectangular ring

(see Fig. 4(c)). This indicates that the antenna resonant

effective length is increased andmore resonances move

towards lower frequency bands.

(iv) Antenna III is continued to evolve into Antenna IV

so that the high current density has been extend to

the outskirts of the elliptic area and the short arm of

the cross at 2.45 GHz as depicted in Fig. 4(d). It is

noticed that for Antennas I to IV, there are no too much

currents distributed on the ground plane. Thus, two

square-shaped slots are etched on the ground plane in

order to adjust its current distributions.

(v) As expected, the DGS of Antenna V has bene-

fited to the antenna resonance. Meanwhile, the mixed

rectangle-elliptic shaped patch also has enhanced the

surface currents or the resonant effect as illustrated

in Fig. 4(e).

(vi) Finally, the current distribution for Antenna VI at

3.5 GHz is displayed in Fig. 4(f). The current flowing

into the added rectangular stubs is reduced, which helps

to generate a new resonant frequency to make Antenna

VI with four frequency bands.
The simulated S-parameters for the different values ofWin1

and L1 are displayed in Figs. 5 and 6. Fig. 5 illustrates that

the value of Win1 has great impact on the return loss in the

middle two frequency bands around 3.5 and 4.6 GHz, while

there is almost no influence on that centered at 2.45 GHz.

As Win1 increases, the resonant frequency of 5.8 GHz will

slowly shift to the lower band. The reflection coefficients at

3.5 and 4.6 GHz are also sensitive to the alteration of L1 as

shown in Fig. 6. Differing from Win1, changing L1 not only

effectively affects the return loss characteristic for 5.8 GHz

band but also influences that of 2.45 GHz.

FIGURE 5. |S11| for different Win1.

FIGURE 6. |S11| for different L1.

B. DESIGN OF THE QUAD-BAND AMC

Recently, the single-band AMC has been employed as a

reflector to enhance antenna gains [11]–[15]. To improve

the radiation performance of the proposed quad-band CPW

antenna, a new quad-band AMC structure is designed in this

research, which is mainly constructed by four metallic nested

rings.
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FIGURE 7. (a) Top view of the double-ring AMC structure, and (b) the
equivalent circuit.

A basic double-ring AMC structure with two zero-phases

of the reflection coefficient is designed as shown in Fig. 7(a).

Its corresponding equivalent circuit is illustrated in Fig. 7(b).

The total surface impedance of the double-ring AMC is

derived as follows [25]:

Zs1 =
[

jω(Cs1//Cg1) +
1

jωLs1

]

(5)

Zs2 =
[

jω(Cs2//Cg2//Ct ) +
1

jωLs2

]

(6)

where, Zs1 and Zs2 are the equivalent impedances of the two

metal rings. Ls1, Cs1, Ls2, Cs2, Cg1 and Cg2 represent the

patch inductance, self-capacitance and grounded capacitance

introduced by the outer and inner rings. Ct denotes the gap

mutual capacitance between two rings, and ω is the resonant

angular frequency. When Zs1 and Zs2 are enforced to be

infinite, the denominators of (7) and (8) become zero, and

then the two resonant frequencies are determined as

f1 =
1

2π

√

Ls1Cs1Cg1

Cs1+Cg1

(7)

f2 =
1

2π

√

Ls2Cs2Cg2Ct

Cs2Cg2+Cs2Ct+Cg2Ct

(8)

From equations (5), (6), (7), and (8), it is seen that the

total surface impedance of the double-ring AMC and its

resonant frequencies are highly dependent on the equivalent

distribution components (see Fig. 7(b)).

The equations for estimating these distribution components

in Fig. 7(b) can be given as the following [34], [35]:

Ls = µ0
h2 · leffr
w

(9)

Cs = ε0εr
Sr

tc
(10)

Cg = ε0εr
Sr

h2
(11)

Ct = ε0
tc · leffr
d

(12)

where,µ0 and ε0 are the permeability and permittivity of free

space, εr is the relative dielectric permittivity of the substrate,

h2 is the thickness of the AMC’s substrate, and Sr, leffr, and

tc denote the area, efficient length and thickness of the metal

ring. d and w represent the distance between the two metal

rings and the width of the rings, respectively. The values

of the lumped components in Fig. 8(b) are calculated and

summarized as follows: Ls1 = 15.77 nH, Ls2 = 11.45 nH,

Cs1 = 0.14 pF, Cs2 = 8.8 pF, Cg1 = 2.51 pF, Cg2 =
2.51 pF, and Ct = 0.1 pF. The phase distribution of the

reflection coefficient for the dual-band AMC calculated from

the equivalent circuit is simulated by using ANSYS Designer

and is plotted in Fig. 8. As a comparison, the simulation result

with HFSS is also shown in Fig. i8.

FIGURE 8. The phase distribution of the reflection coefficients for the
dual-band AMC calculated from the equivalent circuit and HFSS.

As displayed in Fig. 8, the phase distribution of the reflec-

tion coefficient calculated from the equivalent circuit model

is essentially consistent with the result simulated by using

HFSS. This principally verifies the equivalent circuit for the

double-ring AMC structure.

Fig. 9 shows the phases of the reflection coefficients with

the different values of d and w. The value of d primarily

impacts on the high frequency band for the AMC. The two

zero-phases of the reflection coefficient both are sensitive

to the width of the rings. With the increase of w, the two

resonant frequencies of the double-ring AMC shift to the

higher frequency bands, simultaneously.

Based on the analysis for the above double-bandAMCwith

two metallic rings, a quad-band AMC is proposed, which

originates from the single square ring AMC. The evolution

process from AMC I to AMC V is illustrated in Fig. 10 and

the corresponding reflection phases are plotted in Fig. 11. The

physical parameters for AMC V are listed in Table 2.

When there is only one square metal ring in AMC I, one

zero-phase of the reflection coefficient occurs at 2.45 GHz.

Then, AMC II is formed by adding a smaller octagonal ring

to AMC I, its reflection coefficient shows two zero-phases

at 2.45 and 3.5 GHz. Similarly, through utilizing three and
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FIGURE 9. The phases of the reflection coefficients with different values
of (a) d , and (b) w .

TABLE 2. Physical parameters for the proposed AMC unit cell.

four metallic rings, the tri-band and quad-band AMCs can be

developed as shown in Fig. 11.

It is found that, by only employing the metallic four-ring

structure in the AMC unit cell is difficult to generate the

desired four bands exactly, especially for the highest fre-

quency band. To realize the AMC with the zero-phases of

the reflection coefficient at the aimed four frequency points,

two more steps have been taken towards the four-ring AMC

(AMC IV). The first step is to add four small circles at the

four corners of the square ring and a central circle etched

with radial slots on AMC IV. The second step is to connect

four identical lumped capacitors to the innermost ring of the

FIGURE 10. Evolution of the AMC unit cell: (a) AMC I, (b) AMC II, (c) AMC
III, (d) AMC IV, and (e) AMC V.

FIGURE 11. Reflection phases for the evolution of AMC unit cell.

structure. Thus, by selecting an appropriate capacitance value

(C = 1.2 pF), and by optimizing the physical structure,

the proposed AMC (AMC V) shows the four zero-phases in
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the reflection coefficient for the frequencies at 2.45, 3.5, 4.6,

and 5.8 GHz as shown in Fig. 12.

FIGURE 12. Reflection phases for different C .

The lumped capacitors used in this work are quite cheap,

which is about 1$ for 1000 capacitors. Meanwhile, utilizing

the lumped capacitors in the AMC structure will decrease

the design cost of the AMC and improve its performance.

In order to improve the AMC’s performance in terms of

operation frequency points, bandwidths, and miniaturization

dimensions, the lumped capacitors or varactor diodes are

often employed and embedded into the metal pattern of the

AMC unit cells [20], [25], [32]. As illustrated in [20], there

are four lumped capacitors used in one AMC unit cell. In [25]

and [32], the number of varactor diodes mounted in the

one AMC unit cell is eight and one, respectively. Similarly,

in this research, to generate the highest frequency band, four

identical lumped capacitors are embedded in the innermost

ring of the proposed FMNR-AMC unit cell.

The surface current distributions for the presented

quad-band AMC are displayed in Fig. 13. Obviously, the four

resonant frequencies are highly correlated with the four

metallic rings. At 2.45 GHz, the currents mainly flow around

the utmost square ring, then extent to the inner one at 3.5GHz.

The current of the highest density concentrates along the third

inner ring at 4.6 GHz, while it distributes along the innermost

ring that shows the strongest current density at 5.8 GHz. Note

that, these features of the surface current distributions further

have validated the evolution design concept of the quad-band

AMC.

C. AMC-BACKED ANTENNA

Fig. 14 shows the AMC-backed antenna system, where the

multi-band antenna is placed above the center of the proposed

AMC plane as an electromagnetic wave reflector with a small

distance of H .

The |S11| for the proposed AMC-backed antenna with

different values of H are displayed in Fig. 15. It is obvious

that the impedance bandwidths of the AMC-backed antenna

are highly sensitive to the value of H . When H = 10 mm,

FIGURE 13. Surface current distributions of the AMC cell loaded with
capacitors: (a) 2.45 GHz, (b) 3.5 GHz, (c) 4.6 GHz, and (d) 5.8 GHz.

FIGURE 14. Topology of the antenna system: (a) 3D view, (b) Top view,
and (c) side view. (The related parameters: h1 = 1.6 mm, h2 = 1.6 mm,
H = 23 mm).

the performance of the AMC-backed antenna isn’t satisfied.

But if H is 23 or 30 mm, the antenna system works well with

a multi-band feature. Balancing the AMC-backed antenna

system’s performance and its profile demand, we concluded

the optimized H = 23 mm. Under this condition, the AMC-

backed antenna’s operation frequencies effectively cover

three bands of 2.13 - 2.5, 3.32 - 4.81, and 5.66 - 5.87 GHz.

Fig. 16 shows the topology and reflection coefficients of

the antennas with different orientation angles. In Fig. 16(a),

ϕ represents the orientation angle which is the angle between

the antenna axis and that of the AMC plane. In Fig. 16(b), it is
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FIGURE 15. |S11| for the proposed AMC-backed antenna with different
values of H .

FIGURE 16. (a) Top view of the antenna system with orientation angle, ϕ,
and (b) |S11| of the antennas with different values of ϕ.

apparent that, there are little differences among the antennas

with different orientation angles of 0◦, 30◦, and 45◦. In this

research, the ϕ is simply selected as 0◦, which is same as the

works reported in [11]–[29].

To explore the influences of AMC array scales on

the antenna’s performance, the |S11| of the proposed

AMC-backed antenna with the different AMC array scales

is displayed in Fig. 17, and the gains of the antennas with

different AMC array scales are listed in Table 3. As shown

in Fig. 17, there are no big difference among the reflection

coefficients of the antennas with different AMC array scales,

while the gains perform clearly better as the array scales

become larger (see Table 3). When the array scale gets 7× 7

unit cells, the AMC-backed antenna’s gains only increase

a little at 2.45 and 4.6 GHz and even do not improve at

3.5 and 5.8 GHz in comparison to that with 5 × 5 unit cells.

Balancing the reflection coefficients, gains, dimensions, and

the production cost, the AMC plane with 5 × 5 unit cells is

preferable in the proposed design.

FIGURE 17. |S11| of the antennas with different AMC array scales.

TABLE 3. Gains of the antennas with different AMC array scales.

Fig. 18 shows the current distributions of the final

AMC-backed antenna at the frequencies of 2.45, 3.5, 4.6 and

5.8 GHz. As seen in these graphs, for the CPW antenna over

the AMC reflector, the currents at 2.45 GHzmainly distribute

around the central ellipse structure of the ornamental-pillar-

shaped patch (see Fig. 18(a)), the feedline and utter side of the

DGS. While at 3.5 GHz, the currents focus along the dual-slit

rectangular ring. Next, at 4.6 GHz, the currents have extended

to those added rectangular stubs. At 5.8 GHz (see Fig. 18(d)),

current density of the CPW antenna becomes stronger as the

whole DGS resonates intensively at this frequency. Along

the AMC plane, there are great differences for the current

distributions at the frequencies of 2.45, 3.5, 4.6 and 5.8 GHz

as displayed in Fig. 18. For example, at 2.45 GHz, almost

all the unit cells exist current distributions, while at 3.5 and

4.6 GHz, the currents mainly concentrate in the area of the
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FIGURE 18. Current distributions of the AMC-backed antenna and the
AMC reflector: (a) 2.45 GHz, (b) 3.5 GHz, (c) 4.6 GHz, and (d) 5.8 GHz.

central 3 × 3 array. Particularly, at 5.8 GHz, there is almost

only the central single AMC cell has surface current with high

density.

The 3D radiation patterns for the multi-band antenna with

and without the AMC reflector are displayed in Fig. 19. It is

apparent that, for the antenna only, the radiation patterns are

all basically oblate and spheroidal at all the four interested

frequencies, which present approximately omnidirectional

radiation characteristics. While, with adding the quad-band

AMC ground, the AMC-backed antenna’s radiation mainly

concentrates in the vertical direction above the AMC plane

with high gain improvements at all the four frequencies.

FIGURE 19. 3D radiation patterns of the antennas without and with AMC
plane for (a) 2.45, (b) 3.5, (c) 4.6, and (d) 5.8 GHz.

III. MEARSUREMENT AND ANALYSIS

The proposed multi-band antenna and AMC reflector were

fabricated by using a practical printed circuit board (PCB)

process. Fig. 20(a) shows the prototype of the proposed

antenna backed by the AMC plane with 5 × 5 unit cells and a

series of lumped capacitors of 1.2 pF. Themulti-band antenna

is placed above the center of the AMC reflector through a

23 mm-thick foam layer. The test environment is established

in a microwave anechoic chamber by using a vector network

analyzer (VNA) Agilent E5071C and a standard receiving

antenna as shown in Fig. 20(b).

FIGURE 20. (a) Topology of antenna based on AMC reflector,
(b) Microwave anechoic chamber test.
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FIGURE 21. |S11| of antenna: (a) without AMC, (b) with AMC.

The measured |S11| for the multi-band antenna with and

without the AMC are illustrated in Fig. 21. They are basically

consistent with the simulated data. The deviation may be

explained due to the fabrication tolerance, welding technique,

and the test environment. It is observed in Fig. 21(a) that

the antenna itself works well in all the four frequency bands,

including those within 2.13–2.82, 3.22–4.01, 4.5–4.75, and

5.54–5.84 GHz, and the minimum return loss is around

−20 dB at 5.8 GHz. With the quad-band AMC, the two mid-

dle frequency bands of the antenna have merged effectively

into a broader one, which makes the AMC-backed antenna

covers the frequency ranges of 2.13–2.87, 3.22–4.75, and

5.54–5.86 GHz, with the corresponding relative bandwidths

of 14.8%, 38.4%, and 5.3%. The minimum reflection coef-

ficient is about −23.5 dB at 2.45 GHz. It is worth noting

that, the distance between the antenna and AMC plane, H ,

is 23 mm (0.19λ). It is much less than 30.5 mm (0.25λ),

normally used for a perfect electric conductor (PEC) reflector,

where λ denotes the wavelength in free space at 2.45 GHz.

Fig. 22 displays the radiation patterns of the proposed

AMC-backed antenna at the frequencies of 2.45, 3.5, 4.6,

and 5.8 GHz. It is apparent that, due to the impact of the

AMC plane’s quad-band in-phase reflecting characteristics,

FIGURE 22. Radiation patterns of the antenna with AMC at (a) 2.45,
(b) 3.5, (c) 4.6, and (d) 5.8 GHz.

the radiating energies are mainly concentrated to the upper

half space in E-plane. This implies a great gain improvement

realized by the AMC-backed antenna. In fact, compared with

the antenna without AMC, the gains at 2.45, 3.5, 4.6, and

5.8 GHz, increase by 4.93, 5.92, 5.54 and 4.95 dB. This

indicates that the gain enhancements have been achieved by

about 158%, 122%, 110%, and 169%. It is also found that
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TABLE 4. Comparisons among this work and previous studies.

in H-plane, the AMC-backed antenna exhibits a bidirectional

pattern at 2.45 GHz but nearly maintain omnidirectional ones

for other frequency bands.

A comparison between the proposed multi-band

AMC-backed antenna and the recently published antenna

systems along with AMC reflectors is summarized in Table 4.

It is noticed that the presented AMC structure is character-

ized with the four zero-phases in the reflection coefficient.

This AMC-backed antenna exhibits the maximum gain

enhancement and possesses three largest relative frequency

bandwidths in comparison to other tri-band AMC-backed

antennas [26], [28]. Meanwhile, the size of the pre-

sented AMC-backed antenna is smaller than the works

reported in [12]–[15], and [26]. Furthermore, the proposed

AMC-backed antenna has relatively low profile and can be

potentially applied to the applications of WLAN, WiMAX,

and 5G mobile communication systems.

IV. CONCLUSION

A novel multi-band AMC-backed antenna is presented in

this paper. The designed AMC unit cell consists of four

metallic nested-rings (FMNR) with four lumped capacitors.

It exhibits the characteristic of four zero-phases of the reflec-

tion coefficient. The measured results show that the proposed

AMC-backed antenna works well in the three frequency

bands of 2.13–2.87, 3.22–4.75, and 5.54–5.86 GHz with the

high radiation gains. In comparison to the multi-band antenna

without AMC, the AMC-backed antenna achieves a gain

enhancement by the amounts of 4.93, 5.92, 5.54 and 4.95 dB

at the frequencies of 2.45, 3.5, 4.6 and 5.8 GHz. In addition,

the proposed AMC-backed antenna system is low profile and

suitable for the applications of WLAN, WiMAX, as well as

5G mobile communication system.
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